The March taxi committee met on a basis similar to a new Wednesday in Iowa City and the Iowa State University swimming championships started Wednesday in the Iowa City Pool.

**Explorer II Lost!**

Rainflakes’ Cover Iowa: Expect More

The March taxi committee met on a basis similar to a new Wednesday in Iowa City and the Iowa State University swimming championships started Wednesday in the Iowa City Pool.

**Big Ten Swimming Championships To Start Tonight**

First Event at 7 p.m.

In Fieldhouse Pool

The March taxi committee met on a basis similar to a new Wednesday in Iowa City and the Iowa State University swimming championships started Wednesday in the Iowa City Pool.

**May Not Know Its Fate For Few Days**

Cape Canaveral, Fl., Feb. 24—The Army last week at its ground test facilities in Florida, after being announced a good-sight, but it was not enough to make Iowa City and other Iowa towns able to participate.

**AP News Roundup**

Einstein sends new order

The March taxi committee met on a basis similar to a new Wednesday in Iowa City and the Iowa State University swimming championships started Wednesday in the Iowa City Pool.

Storytellers King Said Of Plat To Kill Moser

The March taxi committee met on a basis similar to a new Wednesday in Iowa City and the Iowa State University swimming championships started Wednesday in the Iowa City Pool.

**Fashion Edition Tomorrow!**

Two. At a meeting of the Board of Trustees, it was announced that the Iowa State University swimming championships would be held at 7 p.m. on a basis similar to a new Wednesday in Iowa City and the Iowa State University swimming championships started Wednesday in the Iowa City Pool.

**Six Champs To Defend Titles**

The March taxi committee met on a basis similar to a new Wednesday in Iowa City and the Iowa State University swimming championships started Wednesday in the Iowa City Pool.
Thanks, Dave

There has been only one swimming coach at IU—Dave Armbruster, now completing his second year of service there.

The Big Ten Championships meet which begins here tomorrow and extends through Friday is being held here at IU by way of borrowing. Last Saturday, the Iowa Chapter of the Dolphins, the National Swimming Federation founded by Armbruster, awarded a scholarship for his years of successful service to that organization. He is an impressive member of the swimming community.

He has an impressive list of accomplishments, including the following: coach of Big Ten Champions and National Collegiate Champions. He has won 295 events, former member of American Olympic Committee, coach of over 30 Olympic candidates who have broken many National Collegiate and several World records, author of three books on swimming, etc.

But no listing of the accomplishments would be prerequisites—often the most important part of a man’s contribution cannot be measured in concrete terms, by victories, in great teams. There are the intangibles the character—and attitude—that a good coach helps instill in his boys. Yet how do you measure up against the intangibles, on an intangible?

Dave Armbruster once said: “I try to instill everything about a swimming tider and then pass it on to youth so they can be champions.” Now he is here in Bloomington, taking the charge to a new level.

Armbruster has always placed a consideration of the individual team members above the team as an entity—above winning at any cost.

Dave Armbruster has developed, through athletics, men—not false crowded of idols called men. How is this instilled in the win one hot column?

This is an in the university’s history that has sculpted the champs of us. We are proud of our former swimming team, and we are happy with what we do. And to the Iowa’s "Evangel.

Now we of the Daily Iowan staff want to extend our appreciation to Dave Armbruster. We hope that he has belonged to Iowa University for 42 years.

Coaching Was Not His Main Job—When Iowa Hired Armbruster

By JUDY KINZEL

When Iowa hired Dave Armbruster as its head and first-year swim coach in 1956, the campus was a place of some surprise.

The main reason University of Iowa swimmers, who had been doing poorly, were glad to get Armbruster, was the fact that he was a swimmer. Also, Avco Armbruster got over the hard times when he was a student here.

But Armbruster was a natural. He was still swimming; he was still winning. His swimming arm and leg still moved in unison. He was the swimming coordinator at the University of Iowa, physical education instructor, swimming coach at the University of Iowa, swimming coach at the Iowa’s "Evangel.

Armbruster who was born in Bloomington, Illinois, on July 3, 1934, attended Bloomington High School, and was a swimming and basketball star.

Armbruster said that when he first came to the University of Iowa, he was a swimming and basketball star.
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More than 600 SUI Coeds Invited to Annual Smarty Party

The Student Council committee met this week to plan the Smarty Party, which is scheduled for May 31.

The party will be held at the SUI Colonnade Club, with the American Legion Post 901 as the host. The party will feature music, refreshments, and an auction of prizes.

MOOROCCO

The SUI Moo 2010 Fair will be held on Saturday, May 29, at the SUI Colonnade Club. The fair will feature a variety of entertainment, including a rodeo, a petting zoo, and a carnival.

POETRY READINGS SLATED FOR TONIGHT

The Poetry Reading Series will feature the work of local poets on Thursday evenings at 7:30 pm in the SUI Colonnade Club.

SUI ANNUAL CAUCUSES SET FOR APRIL 4

The SUI Annual Caucuses will be held on Saturday, April 4, at the SUI Colonnade Club. The caucuses will feature speeches from members of the SUI Board of Trustees and a question-and-answer session.

Local GOP Caucuses Set For April 4

Republican Party precinct caucuses will be held on April 4 in the SUI Colonnade Club. The caucuses will be held at 7:30 pm.

SUI ANNUAL CAUCUSES SET FOR APRIL 4

The SUI Annual Caucuses will be held on April 4, at the SUI Colonnade Club. The caucuses will feature speeches from members of the SUI Board of Trustees and a question-and-answer session.
Some of Greatest Swimmers From Iowa

Hawks Haven't Won Championship Since '36

By DICK ETHERS

Dick Hanley Michigan

Cy Hopkins Michigan

Glen Whitten Ohio State

Don Harper Ohio State

Fred Westphal Missouri

Gary Morris Iowa

Meet Events Differs from Dual Contest

The various events in the Big Ten championship will differ from the events in the dual meets.

The Big Ten meets in championship order of events.

The meet will start with the 400-yard medley relay at 10 a.m. instead of 1 p.m., and continue throughout the day.

A Big Ten meet is 3,600 yards and is held in the Big Ten swimming pool at Iowa.

Evidence of a vital cog in the Iowa swimming team during the 1958 dual meet is the fact that Hanley and Cy Hopkins, both of whom won firsts in the meet, had no choice but to swim in Iowa. The swimming pool was on their right.

Hanley was the first Big Ten swimmer in the Iowa swimming pool.

Hanley's time in the 160-yard freestyle was 2:08.8. His time in the 100-yard backstroke was 2:07.8.

Cy Hopkins' time in the 100-yard backstroke was 1:56.2.

Those defending titleholders in the individual events are Hanley and Hopkins.

In the 100-yard freestyle, Hanley won his third first place of the season.

In the 200-yard freestyle, Hanley won his second first place of the season.

In the 200-yard backstroke, Hopkins won his third first place of the season.

In the 100-yard backstroke, Hopkins won his fourth first place of the season.

In the 100-yard breaststroke, Hopkins won his third first place of the season.

In the 100-yard butterfly, Hopkins won his fourth first place of the season.

In the 100-yard individual medley, Hopkins won his third first place of the season.
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In the 400-yard freestyle relay, Hopkins won his third first place of the season.
Chemise Given New Life; Motto: Less Skirt, More Leg

By JANE HURLEY

Very and comfortably... The new line of chemises is the best of the season. In fact, it is the best in many years. The chemise is to be recommended for spring and summer wear. It is a blouse, a skirt, and a top all in one. The chemise is a favorite for the spring season. The blouse, skirt, and top are all separate and can be worn individually or combined for a variety of looks.

The chemise is a versatile piece of clothing. It can be worn as a blouse, a skirt, or a top depending on the occasion. The chemise is made of a lightweight fabric, which makes it comfortable to wear. The neckline is deep, which adds to the elegance of the chemise.

The chemise is a popular choice for the spring and summer season. It is a versatile piece of clothing that can be worn individually or combined for a variety of looks. The chemise is a favorite for the spring season. The blouse, skirt, and top are all separate and can be worn individually or combined for a variety of looks.

The chemise is made of a lightweight fabric, which makes it comfortable to wear. The neckline is deep, which adds to the elegance of the chemise. The chemise is a popular choice for the spring and summer season. It is a versatile piece of clothing that can be worn individually or combined for a variety of looks. The chemise is a favorite for the spring season. The blouse, skirt, and top are all separate and can be worn individually or combined for a variety of looks.
Shoes Shift to Black Patent Leather. This spring, and especially at Redick's Shoe Store. On the left, flats with the pointed toe show up in the low heeled shoe and the main evening styles in the higher continue to be fashioned with expensive materials. Slender pump on the right, worn open toe, has been matched with the narrow midd. combine the clean line of T-strapping.

Trim Figure Necessary For Chemise

Many a YCC need will be fixed up by the problem this spring of whether to wear or not to wear the new styles for the chemise and overskirt.

A first glance in Iowa City stores will show that the chemise line is much more extreme in design than in the past. Many of the models will obe the dismissed need for the original narrowness of the chemise which hampers straight from the shoulder to the back. Underwear was fitted right tight from there on as has been matched into several differ. types.

Prof. Marie Barton of the Home Economics Dept. says that a new style is so seriously needed in line to shape the clothes shown this spring. The extreme figure is much more extreme in the chemise and its ramifications. The skirts are shorter this year, perhaps one or two inches, simply because they are tighter and walking would be impossible if they were so short. Prof. Barton says that when the skirts are too short, the gait of the wearer is for the best because of the new padding back, rear, and around the pockets and the pointed shoe.

For the used who wishes to improve her figure for the chemise line, the Women's Physical Education recom. mendations in an article a day with a gradual improving in period. For the used who wishes to improve the legs for the harem line, the Women's Physical Education recom. mendations in an article a day with a gradual improving in period. The trend in jewelry is toward ing on one leg and swinging the other, as is done by the girls of the day.

The trend in jewelry is toward ing on one leg and swinging the other, as is done by the girls of the day. There's a new look on the.

Swim Suits Get Tight

There's a new look on the beach as well as in the classrooms this spring. Many of the more expensive classes are gathered chiffon and the hemline is now much shorter this year. The youthful figure of the shoulder to the hips and the hemline is now as worn with strands of the color. Making circles in the air is the color.

PANELS BACK EVENING DRESSES are the height of fashion this spring. The new Chemise, in T-strapping, and pointed shoes, give way to the new knits of the season. The youthful figure of the shoulder to the hips and the hemline is now as worn with strands of the color. Making circles in the air is the color.
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Go to 19

Hat and Hair Trend

Go Flapper of 20s

By CHRLSY JENNICH
Stalt WRiter

Rut crlacke will be spring out and her fright this spring designer's are eommitting for the care trend. In the past few seasons the shoulder length has been the leader but in the hafl season will be the leader.

Davy City hair styles say that although trends will probably end in the wintcr season a shoulder length will be spring out for the past few seasons. The lower wavy cut or closely cut hairstyles will be the leader.

Rut crlacke will be shoulder length.

Some hair styles will be broken this spring and the wave with the trend will be very much in style with the casual fall.

Get your hair cut so that the false trend will be the leader.

The LadyLike style will be the leader.

For rut crlacke will be shoulder length.

Taylor's will be shoulder length.

The wave styles will be the leader.
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If You Don't Have a Fichu, Here's How to Do It Yourself

Recently dressed women are finding that the fichu is one of the most useful accessories in their wardrobes. Worn at the neckline of a coat or dress, it provides a touch of softness and airiness, instantly placing all 40-yard lengths, without the demand for readjustments necessary with a scarf.

The fichu is easy to make. If you follow these suggestions from the bottom up, you'll have a fichu with 4 1/2 yards of self-fabric such as chiffon or crepe, and 4 yards of 1/4-inch grosgrain ribbon. Take with 10 yards of 1/4-inch grosgrain ribbon, as a fabric to cover raw edges. Cut the front in a slightly loose shape, with 2 pullover pleats in place.

CAMPUS FAVORITES

here in Iowa are the most interesting and unusual of the polyester fibers. They are not bulky and are not as comfortable for all day long, without the frequent readjustments necessary with a scarf. You may want to do the decorative stitches in medium to dark shades. Bright around the waist, red bulky knits and on college campuses are the exception. They are loose ends so ribbon to tie the center back to 3 inches.

When you find the center back of the neckline of a dress in this season's bright colors and gay prints, you may want to change it to a fichu, and also to an accent today.

Put the decorative stitches in dust or gold would be effective with a beige suit. The same fabric might be used to trim a printed chiffon to add interest to match an unusual color.

ONE-WOMAN SHOW

NEW YORK, N.Y. - One of Broadway's most personable musical comedies, "Kim the Bride," is in a new season this fall.

Mrs. Bea Zeller, of Muscatine, is now a member of the leading fashions of the word's leading fashions. Mrs. Zeller, who has played in several musicals as a singer, dancer and actress, is now a member of the cast.

The fichu may be worn with a plain or patterned blouse, such as those found in sleek, Oriental fits, as the designer adopts subtle shaping skirts. But even thisское silhouette of the 1920s for daytime wear.

TRAVEL IN STYLE

You have latchet pockets and the ability to wear an odd and light button on the front, adding a decorative touch. The fichu then becomes a perfect picture of spring.

Fashions in Hi-Fi

If you have music with quality sound, come in and see our complete selection of hi-fi components. Compare the various units in a hi-fi set, you'll arrive at a new range of your land if you're in the market for a new system. The chime is by comparing the quality range you can get with different combinations of speakers, amplifier, and so on. We want you to be satisfied with your listening experience to work for you.

We will be glad to explain how to set a hi-fi system works or to help you choose the best components. Compare the various units in a hi-fi set, you'll arrive at a new range of your land if you're in the market for a new system. Compare the various units in a hi-fi set, you'll arrive at a new range of your land if you're in the market for a new system.

The fichu is an accessory that doubles as your built-on bowed hip band. Sunburst tucking points to the hemline 7 inches, as the designer adopts subtle shaping skirts. But even thishouette of the 1920s for daytime wear.

Sunflower is synonymous with spring. And with that in mind, why not look down to Towners and see yourself in spring's newest creations? We'd love to show you the various units in a hi-fi set, you'll arrive at a new range of your land if you're in the market for a new system.
**Short Skirt**

*A McCardell Invention*

The short skirt and the sandal are classic McCardell's contributions to the taste of fashion this spring, 1958.

The shift,到底是, tag views of the current collection being driven to the American fashion press, is exciting in that the American designer, in a purest sense, has been turning out short, smart, and graceful models at all levels of structure, price, and market.

The shift, this season, also is turning to other things. It has been observed that the original garment away from the figure, and thereby gave the wearer more freedom of movement, has now been replaced by square fitted, squared off square tailored silhouettes, in which the skirt touches the figure at the waistline. Miss McCardell uses the short skirt with long dresses. She also provides dresses with a waistline, bang straight and loose, sometimes with sleeves.

Miss McCardell shows the short skirt with long dresses. Wear it day or evening pretty. Being the ultimate in simplicity, it's a real comfort, too. Besides, it's not too dependent on the fabric used for the skirt or the dress. The McCardell dressing in a well tailored brown wool jersey shift with short dress pants. It's a simple, beautiful and functional outfit. The shift is made of a specially tailored woolen suit fabric with a draped design that can be made in almost any fabric you desire. Some of these designs are sold at the women who wear them.

**Lead Red Bright Colors in '58**

The leading sport in a mild back to American fashion based on colors of the past and a trend from the present, has been observed by the Bureau of the Press, New York City. The shift, this season, is being highlighted with short, tailored and straight skirts. The shift, on the other hand, is a great hit this season. It is a simple, beautiful and functional outfit. The shift is made of a specially tailored woolen suit fabric with a draped design that can be made in almost any fabric you desire. Some of these designs are sold at the women who wear them.

**Pli ti a ve.**

A popular tailoring technique used both by fashion designers and the women in this picture. On the left, Joan Monahan, Al, Down City, wears a white, puffed and white version of the dress with a shift fabric. The shift is made of a specially tailored woolen suit fabric with a draped design that can be made in almost any fabric you desire. Some of these designs are sold at the women who wear them.

**Will Women Start Club Anti-Sack?**

*By Ruth Morin*

Everyone in the room was talking about the costume and production values being shown. It was the first time that the crowd had seen a show that was actually brought to the audience. The woman who thought the costume in just fine. She said that you must have a perfect fit and be in good shape. The costume is a tight skirt and shirt and does not lack for a price in the theatre. The costume is a tight skirt and shirt and the macrame is made up of black.

The costume is a tight skirt and shirt and the macrame is made up of black. The designer for the costume is a tight skirt and shirt and the macrame is made up of black. The designer is a tight skirt and shirt and the macrame is made up of black. The costume is made up of black and the macrame is made up of black. The designer for the costume is a tight skirt and shirt and the macrame is made up of black.

**Red Leads Bright Colors in ’58**

The leading sport in a mild back to American fashion based on colors of the past and a trend from the present has been observed by the Bureau of the Press, New York City. The shift, this season, is being highlighted with short, tailored and straight skirts. The shift, on the other hand, is a great hit this season. It is a simple, beautiful and functional outfit. The shift is made of a specially tailored woolen suit fabric with a draped design that can be made in almost any fabric you desire. Some of these designs are sold at the women who wear them.

**Fashion S in HI. F.**

A styling of the American scene is being shown. It is a simple, beautiful and functional outfit. The shift is made of a specially tailored woolen suit fabric with a draped design that can be made in almost any fabric you desire. Some of these designs are sold at the women who wear them.

**LOREZ BOOT SHOP**

112 E Washington

Shop in Iowa City This Spring—Buy the Bargains!

**Younkers to balance the new summer... Brims**

You can always depend on the fact that Miss Mary K. Keilich of the Headliner, who has been with the shop for over ten years, will produce a new series of headgear for the season. She has been doing this for many years and has always been successful in her work.

**Photos by T. Wong**

You will find T. Wong Studio a master at capturing you and your personality in a photograph of your choice. For a minute's sitting, a lifetime of remembrance.
Rich Cotton Fabrics Hit Top in '58

PARIS ... Rich cotton fabrics produced in the Paris couture collections for spring. The color and design of the fabrics can vary, but the same basic goods are used. The line includes a variety of designs and fabrics with colors and textures that will undoubtedly be popular for spring fashion. 

Coats and suits are shown in most of the Paris lines. The fabrics are also used for dresses and evening wear. 

The fabrics are available at the following stores in Iowa City:

- Talon's, 1626 Main Street
- Macys, 1611 Main Street
- Richman Bros., 1621 Main Street
- The May Department Store, 1620 Main Street
- The Ladies' Department Store, 1619 Main Street

These stores offer a wide selection of spring fabrics and designs to choose from. 
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Stripes, Plaids Bring Navy Look Again

By Alfred Hasbach Staff Writer

Men's "navy look" is here to stay with varying affects - plaid and stripes.

Look also is white. In sportswear, which is lighter in weight than white in sportswear, and in white, yellow, green, and blue, each of these color combinations - olive and white, green and white, and yellow and white - is a pleasant surprise in navy.

The contrast is lighter, but still blue, for the navy."In the Navy," which is an old song, is still a popular song.

"In the Navy," which is an old song, is still a popular song.
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**Zipper Jackets and Suedes In Bright Shades Right in '58**

Leading all the fashion parades for '58 men's suits are zipper jackets with new style features. Fashions boast an up-to-the-mark look. All kinds include the zipper jacket, pull-over in a wide array of fabrics and designs, and lightweight washable suedes—old favorites with a new and practical twist. Note, too, that the women's suits are being done in the Carib-Sea look—bright-on-dark shade taken from the indoors to the tropic sun.

Patterns in sports suits and other wear weather lighter linings are also more in the mood with a Caribbean feel. In the shirt, the traditional finished of striped rayon suiting is being led up to with these other new elements. There are varied shades of palms, olive, gray, and white. There are fabrics in the lighter weight of cotton, nylon, or synthetic blends.

All of these are washable and washes up well without starch, with no need for expensive and almost never-used starch dress. There are fabrics for men's suits—linghtweight rayon suiting, cotton, or silk, which need a longer hem, knee-length suit, and even the shorter length of the three-quarter suit.

**Raincoats Make Good Friends Whether Weather Fair or Foul**

Does the raincoat mean to the weather? That's what the rainwear trade is asking, and today's man in the market looks to it for a good fit. Raincoats are here in a range of colors and fabrics to suit any weather. They are so versatile that they can be worn in a range of weather conditions. The raincoat is made from a range of materials, including cotton, wool, and nylon. It is designed to be waterproof and windproof, with a fabric lining to keep the wearer warm.

**Wool Tropics Detailed, Get Darker**

For Spring of '58, top men's wear designers affiliated with well-known houses have added their tropic weight in wool suits with "tints" that make a lasting impression. Here's what they've done to take this season to give them that "tinted" air. They're chosen like woolen-washed, pebble-napped fabrics in bold color patterns that suit today's men to their environment:

- In grays and coppers and corduroy
- In sportswear as well as in Ivy-style
- In zipper style not are knitted shirts which combine color combinations with combinations.

**SPECIAL PROPORTIONED SUITS FOR SMARTER YOUNG MEN**

Proportioned especially for University men and young executives whose height, figure makes it possible, for you to select your clothing with an eye to enhancement rather than concealment. Fabrics of outstanding character and quality styled to make you look your best this spring. These are the suits that are in the fashion parade.

**Ewers Footwear Shop**

A new concept in color...rich

**Bulky Knit Sweaters Stylish With Stripes**

Wherever the best things in clothing are named, there is no longer any question that a well-cut, well-clothed man looks best in a sweater. The great sweater is part of the summer wardrobe. It is a style that is always in style and always right. The best sweater is made of the finest yarns, and it is the fashion parade that makes the best sweater.

**Shirts, Ties Comfortable**

Style and comfort—what more could a man want? Only in the best shirts and ties do the two combine. Stripes and polka dots in the latest colors, designs and fashion styles are an inspiration. The latest shirt and tie combinations look as if they were made for each other. The best shirt and tie are in this fashion parade, for they are in the fashion parade.
Spring Straw Lighthearted

Spring is the time to cut the line of shoulder coats, as this is the trend in light-weight and handsome covert neck styles. The shellands are worn with polo coats, and the natural fibres and pastel colours of the latest fashions, which are still dominant in the fashionable circles in the city, are the prime Ivy choices. Shaggy sleeves and many are detailed with braids and other decorative trimmings. These, of course, have their favored blends and textures, which are still dominant in the fashionable circles in the city, are the prime Ivy choices. Shaggy sleeves and many are detailed with braids and other decorative trimmings. These, of course, have their favored blends and textures.

Springtime Topcoats As Useful in Summer

For years, topcoats have been known as essentials, but they were once called "spring coats" - and with good reason. They're perfect for changes in weather that can make the always popular "spring" coats too short for the season. Light enough to keep the wearer away from the element but still adequate protection from the elements, these coats are ideal for springtime wear.

This Spring, there are several styles that are ideal for the season. Long-lasting, high-quality materials are used in the manufacture of the coats, ensuring that they are durable and stylish. The coats are made to fit the body correctly, allowing for a comfortable and fashionable look.

The coats are available in a variety of colors and styles, catering to the preferences of the wearer. From classic to modern, these coats are a perfect addition to any wardrobe.

Sweaters Convenient

Spring Sweaters feature the most fashionable designs. The new sweaters are designed to be comfortable and stylish, with a wide range of colors and patterns available.

The sweaters are made from the highest-quality materials, ensuring durability and comfort. They are available in a variety of sizes, catering to the needs of all wearers.

The Spring Sweaters are a perfect addition to any wardrobe, providing both comfort and style.

The way you look in Penney's clothes is our best advertisement!

The New Sports Shirts Zing

These shirts are the perfect addition to any wardrobe. They are made from the highest-quality materials, ensuring durability and comfort. The shirts are available in a variety of colors and patterns, catering to the preferences of the wearer.

The Spring Sweaters are a perfect addition to any wardrobe, providing both comfort and style.

Spring Sweaters

Sweaters Convenient

The New Sports Shirts Zing

Fashionable Club

Dress Your Part

Be realistic... be sure you are correctly dressed for your likes and style... your finest and smartest... Club... your best for business...

REDICK'S
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Formals Tailored for Ease

New formal division has the
comport right side, by being
light in weight and tailored for
comfort in wearing. In styling there are two major
styles that answer the current demand.

The full-lined jackets are tradi
tional models and the "slim
dress" type. Their silhouettes
are strong, more fitted to the
figure than the traditional jackets, but
while retaining their light
weight and tailored finish. The
full-lined jackets are either
made from the same weight
cloths as the traditional jackets,
or they may be made from
lighter weight fabrics.

As for formalwear fabrics, these
jackets may be made from various
cloths which are either
dressed in the traditional manner
or they may be made from lighter
weight fabrics. The
full-lined jackets may be either
made from the same weight
cloths as the traditional jackets,
or they may be made from
lighter weight fabrics.
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